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mindtap from cengage learning represents a new approach to a highly personalized online learning platform a fully online learning solution mindtap combines all of a students learning tools readings multimedia activities and assessments into a singular learning path that guides the student through the curriculum instructors personalize the experience by customizing the presentation of these learning tools to their students even seamlessly introducing their own content into the learning path via apps that integrate into the mindtap platform additionally mindtap provides interoperability with major learning management systems lms via support for open industry standards and fosters partnerships with 3rd party educational application providers to provide a highly collaborative engaging and personalized learning experience learn more at cengage com mindtap designed for the one or two semester general humanities course at the freshman and sophomore level or anyone interested in learning more about the evolution of world cultures this popular text introduces learners to art music philosophy and literature from the beginnings of world civilization to today new co author lois fichner rathus adds a unique conversational style and features that encourage critical thinking cozmic contents if you re an intuitive yet practical learner you will enjoy this soulfully detailed astrology book by joan zodianz this isn t your regular cookie cutter astrology book you will learn the good the bad the beautiful the ugly sides of each planet and each zodiac sign think of this book as a self help book for your soul s energy see astrology from a much higher perspective macro and micro perspectives of planets evolution of energy in planets houses elements modalities and zodiac signs evolved light and unevolved shadow versions of each zodiac sign moon and planetary descriptions under each zodiac sign reading horoscopes and ephemeris correctly multiple charts and beautiful hand drawn illustrations thorough intuitive and practical astrological patterns and phrases for you to easily remember excerpts from book from the sun luminary we are born into the physical realm and as we reach pluto the last planet we transition into the spiritual realm to die as morbid as it sounds it s just how our energy works the planets and luminaries are then split into two categories inner internal and outer external and every planet possesses their own type of energy and specially from the internal planets the sun shines on planets that impact our personalities it s how we function as an individual from the external planets the darkness of these worlds helps us utilize our personality and inner strengths to overcome events of the physical realm it s how we shine our light in dark spaces about the author joan zodianz is a professional astrologer angel medium intuitive artist and tarot reader she has been developing her spiritual gifts since childhood she has a love of spirituality obsession with astrology and strong connection with archangels mindtap from cengage learning represents a new approach to a highly personalized online learning platform a fully online learning solution mindtap combines all of a students learning tools readings multimedia activities and assessments into a singular learning path that guides the student through the curriculum instructors personalize the experience by customizing the presentation of these learning tools to their students even seamlessly introducing their own content into the learning path via apps that integrate into the mindtap platform additionally mindtap provides interoperability with major learning management systems lms via support for open industry standards and fosters partnerships with 3rd party educational application providers to provide a highly collaborative engaging and personalized learning experience learn more at cengage com mindtap this is an open access book as a leading role in the global megatrend of scientific innovation china has been creating a more and more open environment for scientific innovation increasing the depth and breadth of academic cooperation and building a community of
innovation that benefits all such endeavors are making new contributions to the globalization and creating a community of efficiency equity and legitimacy the shared future to adapt to this changing world and china’s fast development in the new era 2023 8th international conference on modern management and education technology mmet 2023 to be held in september 22-24, 2023 this conference takes bringing together global wisdom in scientific innovation to promote high quality development as the theme and focuses on cutting edge research fields including modern management and education technology mmet 2023 encourages the exchange of information at the forefront of research in different fields connects the most advanced academic resources in china and the world transforms research results into industrial solutions and brings together talent technology and capital to drive development the conference sincerely invites experts scholars business people and other relevant personnel from universities scientific research institutions at home and abroad to attend and exchange a theoretical and practical exploration of the constitutional bar against cruel and unusual punishments excessive bail and excessive fines public international law has embarked on a new chapter over the past century the classical model of international law which emphasized state autonomy and interstate relations has gradually ceded ground to a new model under the new model a state’s sovereign authority arises from the state’s responsibility to respect protect and fulfill human rights for its people in fiduciaries of humanity how international law constitutes authority evan j criddle and evan fox decent argue that these developments mark a turning point in the international community’s conception of public authority under international law today states serve as fiduciaries of humanity and their authority to govern and represent their people is dependent on their satisfaction of numerous duties the most general of which is to establish a regime of secure and equal freedom on behalf of the people subject to their power international institutions also serve as fiduciaries of humanity and are subject to similar fiduciary obligations in contrast to the receding classical model of public international law which assumes an abiding tension between a state’s sovereignty and principles of state responsibility the fiduciary theory reconciles state sovereignty and responsibility by explaining how a state’s obligations to its people are constitutive of its legal authority under international law the authors elaborate and defend the fiduciary model while exploring its application to a variety of current topics and controversies including human rights emergencies the treatment of detainees in counterterrorism operations humanitarian intervention and the protection of refugees fleeing persecution a teacher certification study guide for california’s cbest including subject reviews and 4 model practice tests mr asamoah’s book is concerned with an area of growing importance in the evolution of contemporary international law the traditional division of the sources of international law into custom and treaties has already been supplemented in article 38 of the statute of the international court of justice by the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations and as subsidiary sources the judicial decisions and the teachings of highly qualified publicists but in order to cope with the diversity of international law in our time we have to look to a far greater variety of sources of international law and we shall have to recognize that in accordance with the many sided character of international law these sources may vary greatly in intensity in recent years declaratory resolutions of the general assembly have been much concerned with the general principles of international law sometimes these declarations are interpretations of the charter and other instruments sometimes they are evidence of state practice and a developing customary international law sometimes they formulate new principles which in some cases will eventually lead to international treaties or new custom or in other cases will be accepted as authoritative statements of international legal principles in circumstances where a formal treaty cannot be attained there are many reasons often of an internal character which prevent the conclusion of a treaty but not the acceptance of the principles contained in it this volume contains the proceedings of two recent conferences in the eld of electronic publishing and digital documents ddep 2000 the 8th international conference on digital documents and electronic publishing the successor conference to the ep conference series and poddp 2000 the 5th international workshop on the principles of digital document
processing both conferences were held at the technische universitat muenchen munich germany in september 2000 ddep 2000 was the eighth in a biennial series of international conferences organized to promote the exchange of novel ideas concerning the computer processing manipulation and dissemination of documents this conference series has attempted to reflect the evolving nature and usage of documents by treating digital documents and electronic publishing as a broad topic covering many aspects these aspects have included document models document representation and document dissemination dynamic and hyper documents document analysis and management and wide ranging applications the papers presented at ddep 2000 and in this volume reflect this broad view and cover such diverse topics as hypermedia structure and design multimedia authoring techniques and systems document structure inference typography document management and adaptation document collections and petri nets all papers were refereed by an international program committee this book is devoted to the cultural and biological dimensions and values of landscapes linking the concepts of biodiversity landscape and culture and presenting an essential approach for landscape analysis interpretation and sustainable dynamics early chapters explore the concepts and values of biocultural landscapes before addressing the methodology to identify the relationship between biological and cultural diversity the volume continuous with a series of case studies and with an exploration of the key role of biocultural diversity in contemporary landscape ecology readers will learn the importance of landscapes for different fields of natural and human sciences and are confronted to the transdisciplinary nature of the landscape concept itself a hierarchical approach to landscapes in which they are composed of interacting eco systems is shown to be essential in recognizing their emergent properties in this work the biocultural values of landscapes are explored through their diversity in geographical scopes methodological approaches and conceptual assumptions authors from asia europe and north america present diverse research experiences and views on biocultural landscapes their pattern conservation and management landscape ecologists will find this work particularly appealing as well as anyone with an interest in sustainable landscape development nature conservation or cultural heritage management this volume is the outcome of a symposium on biodiversity in cultural landscapes organized in the framework of the 8th iale world congress held in beijing in 2011 u s research doctorate programs in the humanities were assessed by a committee of the conference board of associated research councils attention was focused on 522 programs in nine disciplines in the humanities that award research doctorates the effectiveness of these programs in preparing students for research careers was assessed indices that might be relevant to program quality were examined and information was provided to evaluators on the names of faculty members involved with each program to be rated and the number of research doctorates awarded in the last 5 years after describing the background to the study and the research methodology survey results are presented for the following humanities programs art history classics english language and literature spanish and german language and literature linguistics music and philosophy in addition to extensive statistical findings and analyses appendices include the survey of earned doctorates the instrument used in the reputational survey the survey used with institutional coordinators and lists of planning committee members and participants of the conference on the assessment of quality of graduate education programs sw u s research doctorate programs in the social and behavioral sciences were assessed by a committee of the conference board of associated research councils attention was focused on 639 research doctorate programs in seven disciplines in the social and behavioral sciences anthropology economics geography history political sciences psychology and sociology the effectiveness of these programs in preparing students for research careers was assessed indices that might be relevant to program quality were examined and information was provided to evaluators on the names of faculty members involved with each program to be rated and the number of research doctorates awarded in the last 5 years after describing the background to the study and the research methodology survey findings are presented for each discipline in addition to extensive statistical findings and analyses the
efficiency equity and legitimacy

The following appendices are presented: the survey of earned doctorates, the instrument used in the reputational survey, the ARL library index data on faculty research support and research and development expenditures, data on publication records, lists of planning committee members, and participants of the conference on the assessment of quality of graduate education programs. This book provides an examination of whether there is a legally independent principle of humanity in international humanitarian law of the ICTR statute in crimes against humanity in the 21st century. Dr. Robert Dubler and Matthew Kalyk provide a comprehensive analysis of crimes against humanity in international criminal law including an analysis of its history, its present definition, and its raison d'être. With a foreword by Geoffrey Robertson QC, capitalism is not enough; it has brought us prosperity and no other economic system can match its energy and innovation, but it has a dark side of exploitation and instability. Capitalism needs to be bounded by values, but which values? What are values anyway, and how do we locate and share values strong enough to balance the power of capitalism in society? Relativism has swept away old certainties and we struggle to agree what should lie at the centre of our lives. In this book, we construct a foundation for values based on our common humanity and explore personal, social, and political values from a fresh perspective. We show how with values placed on a strong foundation, individual lives can reacquire meaning and purpose. Politics can be transformed from the half-corrupted subject of popular indifference into something more. The volume contains thirty contributions to the theme of the classical Indian epic Ramayana. These are revised and occasionally enlarged versions of papers read at the International Ramanayya Conference held at the University of Leuven in July 1991 to celebrate the 150th anniversary of Sanskrit and Indological studies in Leuven and in Belgium. The annotated papers in English have been grouped in three chapters: 1. Valmiki’s Ramayana and Sanskrit Epic Literature; 2. International Impact, Translations, and Adaptations; 3. Reception of Sanskrit Language and Literature in the Scholarly World. The index of names, titles, and key words will prove useful for reference and occasional cross-reference. Renowned legal scholar Ruti Teitel offers a powerful account of one of the central transformations of the post-Cold War era—the profound normative shift in the international legal order from prioritizing state security to protecting human security. As she demonstrates, courts, tribunals, and other international bodies now rely on a humanity-based framework to assess the rights and wrongs of conflict to determine whether and how to intervene and to impose accountability and responsibility. The norms represent a new law of humanity that spans the law of war, international human rights, and international criminal justice. Teitel explains how this framework is reshaping the discourse of international politics with a new approach to the management of violent conflict. Teitel maintains that this framework is most evidently at work in the jurisprudence of the tribunals, both international and regional, and domestic that are charged with deciding disputes that often span issues of internal and international conflict. The book demonstrates how the humanity law framework connects the mandates and rulings of diverse tribunals and institutions addressing the fragmentation of global legal order. Comprehensive in approach, this interdisciplinary work is essential reading for anyone attempting to grasp the momentous changes occurring in global affairs as the management of conflict is increasingly driven by the claims and interests of persons and peoples and state sovereignty itself is transformed. The quality of doctoral level chemical engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering, and mechanical engineering programs at United States universities was assessed using 16 measures. These measures focused on variables related to program size, characteristics of graduates, reputational factors, scholarly quality, faculty effectiveness, and improvements in program quality during the last 5 years. The university library size, research support, and publication records are discussed. Chapter I discusses prior attempts to assess quality in graduate education, development of the study plans, and the selection of disciplines and programs to be evaluated.
discusses the methodology used focusing on each of the assessment measures chapters iii to vi present respectively findings from the analyses of the chemical civil electrical and mechanical engineering programs chapter vii includes a summary of results correlations among measures several additional analyses and suggestions for future studies among the findings reported are those indicating that electrical engineering programs had on the average the largest number of faculty n 23 in december 1980 and had graduated the most doctoral students n 32 during fiscal years 1975 1979 survey instruments and supporting documentation are included in appendices in this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post proceedings of the 8th international workshop on applied parallel computing para 2006 it covers partial differential equations parallel scientific computing algorithms linear algebra simulation environments algorithms and applications for blue gene l scientific computing tools and applications parallel search algorithms peer to peer computing mobility and security algorithms for single chip multiprocessors the management of rights of way by electric and telephone utilities highway departments gas pipeline companies and railroads around the world is guided and constrained by policies and regulations to protect the environment companies that manage rights of way are required to comply with these regulations and are seeking the most cost effective management practices that at the same time demonstrate stewardship of the environment protection of biodiversity and sustainable development are especially important as national goals in many countries and rights of way managers are seeking practical ways to include public participation in their operations addresses environmental issues in rights of way planning and management provides a forum for information exchange among various agencies industries environmental consultants and academic organizations presents peer reviewed papers to help achieve a better understanding of current environmental issues involved in rights of way management we are delighted to present the ecdl 2004 conference proceedings from the 8th european conference on research and advanced technology for digital braries at the university of bath bath uk this followed an impressive and geographically dispersed series of locations for previous events pisa 1997 h aklion 1998 paris 1999 lisbon 2000 darmstadt 2001 rome 2002 and trondheim 2003 the conference re ected the rapidly evolving landscape of digital libraries both in technology developments and in the focus of approaches to implem tation an emphasis on the requirements of the individual user and of diverse and distributed user communities was apparent in addition the conference p gramme began to address possibly for the rst time the associated themes of e research e science and e learning and their relationship to digital libraries we observed increasing commonality in both the distributed information archit tures and the technical standards that underpin global infrastructure devel ments digital libraries are integral to this information landscape and to the creation of increasingly powerful tools and applications for resource discovery and knowledge extraction digital libraries support and facilitate the data and information ows within the scholarly knowledge cycle and provide essential abling functionality for both learners and researchers the varied and innovative research activities presented at ecdl 2004 demonstrate the exciting potential of this very fast moving eld the 148 papers 43 posters 5 panels 14 tutorials and 4 workshops subm ted this year were once again of the highest quality abstract the past two decades have seen a significant increase in frequency and intensity of complex emergencies and natural disasters leading to a rapid transformation in the policy and the institutional context of humanitarianism humanitarian assistance which once covered a very narrow set of basic relief activities carried out by a small group of relatively independent actors has expanded significantly to an ever widening and much more complex range of rehabilitation work this includes the definition of aid as being a starting point for addressing poverty or being a tool for peace building in internal conflicts a growing diversity of non humanitarian actors in the field such as various profit agencies governmental and non governmental armed forces also changed the picture of humanitarian aid and the perception of its character this transformation has created a broad variety of standards for performance in the field and led to increasing uncertainties on the quality of humanitarian responses and its
accountability humanitarian catastrophes like the rwandan genocide finally forced humanitarian agencies to think beyond traditional relief assistance based on the delivery of food shelter or basic health care and take a deeper reflection on how they actually perceive their own role and accountability in the humanitarian sphere in 1997 the sphere project was launched to develop inter alia a so called humanitarian charter which tries to put relief aid on a legal basis provided by international law it emphasizes humanitarian principles of humanity neutrality and impartiality and expresses agencies commitment to act in accordance with them these principles provide an ethical framework which defines and delineates the humanitarian space within which ngos are supposed to operate sphere and its commitment to these traditional principles have both supporters and critics within the humanitarian system especially when it comes to its usefulness in addressing the complexity of political factors surrounding an emergency situation humanitarian assistance has always been a highly political activity as it involves engaging authorities in conflict affected countries or relying on financial support that can be driven by a donor s political considerations nowadays relief organizations seem to remain even less in control of their working environment due to expanding peacekeeping and military led missions of the dedicated to one of the great innovations in the proceedings before the international criminal court this book offers a comprehensive analysis of the court s power to order a convicted person to make reparations to victims possibilities for its implementation and its potential to bring justice to victims due to the recent global financial crises academic business schools have come in for much criticism having in the eyes of the public failed in their responsibility to society by teaching future managers only how to increase their personal gain without any consideration as to their actions social and cultural consequences realising that there is a pressing need to innovate their educational offers accordingly business schools are beginning to turn to the humanities and social sciences to improve on the understanding and thus the teaching of management this book is the result of an empirical study conducted at eight academic business schools that either already practise or are beginning to practise linking management education to the humanities and social sciences gathered mostly in interviews our research team conducted during site visits to these schools the material presented shows three major fields of concern how to shift the focus from instrumental to transformative learning how to reframe the concept of disciplinary subject matter towards a more relational understanding of knowledge especially in the light of the impact digitalisation is having on education and how to address the organisational as well as the political consequences of management education turning towards the inclusion of the humanities and social sciences strategically the findings indicate that the humanities and social sciences indeed offer knowledge which can significantly help management education with meeting the challenges of the twenty first century innovating management education by making it part of its program portfolios proves a challenge in and of itself in the face of a university system which still determinedly clings to disciplinary segregation reforming management education towards an engagement with fields of knowledge traditionally at best ignored and at worst vilified as being completely useless in the real world may therefore place academic business schools at the forefront of a movement that is beginning to reshape the educational landscape as a whole this book will be of value to researchers academics and students in the fields of business management studies organisational studies and education studies this book traces the evolution of crimes against humanity cah and their application from the end of world war i to the present day in terms of both historic legal analysis and subject matter content the first part of the book addresses general issues pertaining to the categorization of cah in normative jurisprudential and doctrinal terms this is followed by an analysis of the specific contents of cah describing its historic phases going through international criminal tribunals mixed model tribunals and the international criminal court the book examines the general parts and defenses of the crime along with the history and jurisprudence of both international and national prosecutions for the first time a list of all countries that have enacted national legislation specifically directed at cah is collected along with all of the national prosecutions that have occurred under national
legislation up to 2010 v 1 authors a d v 2 authors e k v 3 authors l r v 4 s z v 5 titles a d v 6 titles e k v 7 titles l q v 8 titles r z v 9 out of print out of stock indefinitely v 10 publishers examining general principles of law provides one of the most instructive examples of the intersection between EU law and comparative law. This collection draws on the expertise of high-profile and distinguished scholars to provide a critical examination of this interaction. It shows how general principles of EU law need to be responsive to national laws. In addition, it is clear that the laws of the member states have no choice but to be responsive to the general principles, which are developed through EU law. Viewed through the perspective of proportionality, legal certainty, and fundamental rights, the dynamic relationship between the ingenuity of the Court of Justice, the legislative process, and the process of treaty revision is comprehensively illustrated.

A data-based assessment of research doctorate programs in the United States provides an unparalleled dataset that can be used to assess the quality and effectiveness of doctoral programs based on measures important to faculty, students, administrators, funders, and other stakeholders. The data collected for the 2005-2006 academic year from more than 5,000 doctoral programs at 212 universities covers 62 fields included for each program are such characteristics as faculty publications, grants, and awards, student GRE scores, financial support, and employment outcomes. Program size, time to degree, and faculty composition measures of faculty and student diversity are also included. The book features analysis of selected findings across six broad fields: agricultural sciences, biological and health sciences, engineering, physical and mathematical sciences, social and behavioral sciences, and humanities. As well as a discussion of trends in doctoral education since the last assessment in 1995 and suggested uses of the data, it also includes a detailed explanation of the methodology used to collect data and calculate ranges of illustrative rankings.

Included with the book is a comprehensive CD-ROM with a data table in Microsoft Excel, in addition to data on the characteristics of individual programs. The data table contains illustrative ranges of rankings for each program as well as ranges of rankings for three dimensions of program quality: research activity, student support and outcomes, and diversity. The academic environment as an aid to users, the data table is offered with demonstrations of some Microsoft Excel features that may enhance the usability of the spreadsheet such as hiding and un-hiding columns, copying and pasting columns to a new worksheet, and filtering and sorting data. The book also includes a detailed explanation of the methodology used to collect data and calculate ranges of illustrative rankings.
related to 1 program size 2 characteristics of graduates 3 reputational factors scholarly quality of faculty effectiveness of
programs in educating research scholars scientists improvement in program quality during the last 5 years 4 university library
size 5 research support and 6 publication records chapter i discusses prior attempts to assess quality in graduate education
development of the study plans and the selection of disciplines and programs to be evaluated chapter ii discusses the
methodology used focusing on each of the assessment measures chapters iii to viii present respectively findings from the
analyses of the biochemistry botany cellular molecular biology microbiology physiology and zoology programs chapter ix
includes a summary of results correlations among measures several additional analyses and suggestions for future studies
among the findings reported are those indicating that cellular molecular biology programs had on the average the largest
number of faculty and that students in cellular molecular biology biology biochemistry microbiology and physiology received a
relatively high fraction of financial support survey instruments and supporting documentation are included in appendices jn
mindtap from cengage learning represents a new approach to a highly personalized online learning platform a fully online learning solution mindtap combines all of a students learning tools readings multimedia activities and assessments into a singular learning path that guides the student through the curriculum instructors personalize the experience by customizing the presentation of these learning tools to their students even seamlessly introducing their own content into the learning path via apps that integrate into the mindtap platform additionally mindtap provides interoperability with major learning management systems lms via support for open industry standards and fosters partnerships with 3rd party educational application providers to provide a highly collaborative engaging and personalized learning experience learn more at cengage com mindtap

You Are More Than Just Your Sun Sign 2021-02-11 cozmic contents if you re an intuitive yet practical learner you will enjoy this soulfully detailed astrology book by joan zodianz this isn t your regular cookie cutter astrology book you will learn the good the bad the beautiful the ugly sides of each planet and each zodiac sign think of this book as a self help book for your soul s energy see astrology from a much higher perspective macro and micro perspectives of planets evolution of energy in planets houses elements modalities and zodiac signs evolved light and unevolved shadow versions of each zodiac sign moon and planetary descriptions under each zodiac sign reading horoscopes and ephemeris correctly multiple charts and beautiful hand drawn illustrations thorough intuitive and practical astrological patterns and phrases for you to easily remember excerpts from book from the sun luminary we are born into the physical realm and as we reach pluto the last planet we transition into the spiritual realm to die as morbid as it sounds it s just how our energy works the planets and luminaries are then split into two categories inner internal and outer external and every planet possesses their own type of energy and specialty from the internal planets the sun shines on planets that impact our personalities it s how we function as an individual from the external planets the darkness of these worlds helps us utilize our personality and inner strengths to overcome events of the physical realm it s how we shine our light in dark spaces about the author joan zodianz is a professional astrologer angel medium intuitive artist and tarot reader she has been developing her spiritual gifts since childhood she has a love of spirituality obsession with astrology and strong connection with archangels

You Are More Than Just Your Sun Sign 2021-02-11 cozmic contents if you re an intuitive yet practical learner you will enjoy this soulfully detailed astrology book by joan zodianz this isn t your regular cookie cutter astrology book you will learn the good the bad the beautiful the ugly sides of each planet and each zodiac sign think of this book as a self help book for your soul s energy see astrology from a much higher perspective macro and micro perspectives of planets evolution of energy in planets houses elements modalities and zodiac signs evolved light and unevolved shadow versions of each zodiac sign moon and planetary descriptions under each zodiac sign reading horoscopes and ephemeris correctly multiple charts and beautiful hand drawn illustrations thorough intuitive and practical astrological patterns and phrases for you to easily remember excerpts from book from the sun luminary we are born into the physical realm and as we reach pluto the last planet we transition into the spiritual realm to die as morbid as it sounds it s just how our energy works the planets and luminaries are then split into two categories inner internal and outer external and every planet possesses their own type of energy and specialty from the internal planets the sun shines on planets that impact our personalities it s how we function as an individual from the external planets the darkness of these worlds helps us utilize our personality and inner strengths to overcome events of the physical realm it s how we shine our light in dark spaces about the author joan zodianz is a professional astrologer angel medium intuitive artist and tarot reader she has been developing her spiritual gifts since childhood she has a love of spirituality obsession with astrology and strong connection with archangels

ICICKM2011—Proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Intellectual Capital, Knowledge Management & Organisational Learning 2011 this is an open access book as a leading role in the global megatrend of scientific innovation china has been creating a more and more open environment for scientific innovation increasing the depth and breadth of
academic cooperation and building a community of innovation that benefits all such endeavors are making new contributions
to the globalization and creating a community of shared future to adapt to this changing world and china s fast development
in the new era 2023 8th international conference on modern management and education technology mmet 2023 to be held in
september 22 24 2023 this conference takes bringing together global wisdom in scientific innovation to promote high quality
development as the theme and focuses on cutting edge research fields including modern management and education
technology mmet 2023 encourages the exchange of information at the forefront of research in different fields connects the
most advanced academic resources in china and the world transforms research results into industrial solutions and brings
together talent technology and capital to drive development the conference sincerely invites experts scholars business people
and other relevant personnel from universities scientific research institutions at home and abroad to attend and exchange
Proceedings of the 2023 8th International Conference on Modern Management and Education Technology (MMET 2023)
2023-12-29 a theoretical and practical exploration of the constitutional bar against cruel and unusual punishments excessive
bail and excessive fines

Work Values and Behaviour in an Era of Transformation 2002 public international law has embarked on a new chapter over
the past century the classical model of international law which emphasized state autonomy and interstate relations has
gradually ceded ground to a new model under the new model a state s sovereign authority arises from the state s
responsibility to respect protect and fulfill human rights for its people in fiduciaries of humanity how international law
constitutes authority evan j criddle and evan fox decent argue that these developments mark a turning point in the
international community s conception of public authority under international law today states serve as fiduciaries of humanity
and their authority to govern and represent their people is dependent on their satisfaction of numerous duties the most
general of which is to establish a regime of secure and equal freedom on behalf of the people subject to their power
international institutions also serve as fiduciaries of humanity and are subject to similar fiduciary obligations in contrast to the
receding classical model of public international law which assumes an abiding tension between a state s sovereignty and
principles of state responsibility the fiduciary theory reconciles state sovereignty and responsibility by explaining how a state s
obligations to its people are constitutive of its legal authority under international law the authors elaborate and defend the
fiduciary model while exploring its application to a variety of current topics and controversies including human rights
emergencies the treatment of detainees in counterterrorism operations humanitarian intervention and the protection of
refugees fleeing persecution

The Eighth Amendment and Its Future in a New Age of Punishment 2020-06-11 a teacher certification study guide for
california s cbest including subject reviews and 4 model practice tests

Fiduciaries of Humanity 2016-07-07 mr asamoah s book is concerned with an area of growing importance in the evolution of
contemporary international law the traditional division of the sources of international law into custom and treaties has already
been supplemented in article 38 of the statute of the international court of justice by the general principles of law re cognized
by civilized nations and as subsidiary sources the judicial decisions and the teachings of highly qualified publicists but in order
to cope with the diversity of international law in our time we have to look to a far greater variety of sources of international
law and we shall have to recognize that in accordance with the many sided character of international law these sources may
vary greatly in intensity in recent years declaratory resolutions of the general assembly have been much concerned with the
general princi ples of international law sometimes these declarations are interpre tations of the charter and other instruments
sometimes they are evi dence of state practice and a developing customary international law sometimes they formulate new
principles which in some cases will eventually lead to international treaties or new custom or in other cases will be accepted
as authoritative statements of international legal principles in circumstances where a formal treaty cannot be attained there are
many reasons often of an internal character which prevent the conclusion of a treaty but not the acceptance of the principles
contained in it

The Eclectic review. vol. 1-New [8th] 1805 this volume contains the proceedings of two recent conferences in the eld of
electronic publishing and digital documents ddep 2000 the 8th international conference on digital documents and electronic
publishing the successor conference to the ep conference series and poddp 2000 the 5th international workshop on the
principles of digital document processing both conferences were held at the technische universit at munc hen munich
germany in september 2000 ddep 2000 was the eighth in a biennial series of international conferences organized to promote
the exchange of novel ideas concerning the computer p duction manipulation and dissemination of documents this conference
series has attempted to re ect the evolving nature and usage of documents by treating digital documents and electronic
publishing as a broad topic covering many pects these aspects have included document models document representation and
document dissemination dynamic and hyper documents document ana sis and management and wide ranging applications
the papers presented at ddep 2000 and in this volume re ect this broad view and cover such diverse
topicsashypermediastructureanddesign multimediaauthoringtechniquesand systems document structure inference typography
document management and adaptation document collections and petri nets all papers were refereed by an international
program committee

CliffsNotes CBEST, 8th Edition 2021-06-15 this book is devoted to the cultural and biological dimensions and values of
landscapes linking the concepts of biodiversity landscape and culture and presenting an essential approach for landscape
analysis interpretation and sustainable dynamics early chapters explore the concepts and values of biocultural landscapes
before addressing the methodology to identify the relationship between biological and cultural diversity the volume continuous
with a series of case studies and with an exploration of the key role of biocultural diversity in contemporary landscape
ecology readers will learn the importance of landscapes for different fields of natural and human sciences and are confronted
to the trans disciplinary nature of the landscape concept itself a hierarchical approach to landscapes in which they are
composed of interacting eco systems is shown to be essential in recognizing their emergent properties in this work the
biocultural values of landscapes are explored through their diversity in geographical scopes methodological approaches and
conceptual assumptions authors from asia europe and north america present diverse research experiences and views on
biocultural landscapes their pattern conservation and management landscape ecologists will find this work particularly
appealing as well as anyone with an interest in sustainable landscape development nature conservation or cultural heritage
management this volume is the outcome of a symposium on biodiversity in cultural landscapes organized in the framework of
the 8th iale world congress held in beijing in 2011

The Legal Significance of the Declarations of the General Assembly of the United Nations 2012-12-06 u s research doctorate
programs in the humanities were assessed by a committee of the conference board of associated research councils attention
was focused on 522 programs in nine disciplines in the humanities that award research doctorates the effectiveness of these
programs in preparing students for research careers was assessed indices that might be relevant to program quality were
examined and information was provided to evaluators on the names of faculty members involved with each program to be
rated and the number of research doctorates awarded in the last 5 years after describing the background to the study and the
research methodology survey results are presented for the following humanities programs art history classics english
language and literature french spanish and german language and literature linguistics music and philosophy in addition to
extensive statistical findings and analyses appendices include the survey of earned doctorates the instrument used in the
reputational survey the survey used with institutional coordinators and lists of planning committee members and participants

_of the conference on the assessment of quality of graduate education programs sw

_Digital Documents: Systems and Principles_ 2004-02-12 u s research doctorate programs in the social and behavioral sciences were assessed by a committee of the conference board of associated research councils attention was focused on 639 research doctorate programs in seven disciplines in the social and behavioral sciences anthropology economics geography history political sciences psychology and sociology the effectiveness of these programs in preparing students for research careers was assessed indices that might be relevant to program quality were examined and information was provided to evaluators on the names of faculty members involved with each program to be rated and the number of research doctorates awarded in the last 5 years after describing the background to the study and the research methodology survey findings are presented for each discipline in addition to extensive statistical findings and analyses the following appendices are presented the survey of earned doctorates the instrument used in the reputational survey the arl library index data on faculty research support and research and development expenditures data on publication records and lists of planning committee members and participants of the conference on the assessment of quality of graduate education programs sw

_Biocultural Landscapes_ 2014-07-31 this book provides an examination of whether there is a legally independent principle of humanity in international humanitarian law

_An Assessment of Research-Doctorate Programs in the United States_ 1982-02-01 of the ictr statute

_An Assessment of Research-Doctorate Programs in the United States_ 1982-02-01 in crimes against humanity in the 21st century dr robert dubler sc and matthew kalyk provide a comprehensive analysis of crimes against humanity in international criminal law including an analysis of its history its present definition and its raison d être with a foreword by geoffrey robertson qc

_Searching for a 'Principle of Humanity' in International Humanitarian Law_ 2013 capitalism is not enough it has brought us prosperity and no other economic system can match its energy and innovation but it has a dark side of exploitation and instability capitalism needs to be bounded by values but which values what indeed are values anyway and how do we locate and share values strong enough to balance the power of capitalism in society relativism has swept away old certainties and we struggle to agree what should lie at the centre of our lives in this book we construct a foundation for values based on our common humanity and explore personal social and political values from a fresh perspective we show how with values placed on a strong foundation individual lives can reacquire meaning and purpose politics can be transformed from the half corrupted subject of popular indifference it has become above all capitalism can be a tool for good a servant rather than a master

_Crimes Against Humanity in International Criminal Law_ 1999-07-27 the volume contains thirty contributions to the theme of the classical indian epic ramayana these are revised and occasionally enlarged versions of papers read at the international ramanaya conference held at the university of leuven in july 1991 to celebrate the 150th anniversary of sanskrit and indological studies in leuven and in belgium the annotated papers in english have been grouped in three chapters 1 valmiki s ramayana and sanskrit epic literature 2 international impact translations and adaptations reception of sanskrit language and literature in the scholarly world 3 universal human values in ramayana the index of names titles and key words will prove useful for reference and occasional cross reference

_Crimes against Humanity in the 21st Century_ 2018-08-02 in humanity s law renowned legal scholar ruti teitel offers a powerful account of one of the central transformations of the post cold war era the profound normative shift in the international legal order from prioritizing state security to protecting human security as she demonstrates courts tribunals and other international bodies now rely on a humanity based framework to assess the rights and wrongs of conflict to determine whether and how to
intervene and to impose accountability and responsibility cumulatively the norms represent a new law of humanity that spans
the law of war international human rights and international criminal justice teitel explains how this framework is reshaping the
discourse of international politics with a new approach to the management of violent conflict teitel maintains that this
framework is most evidently at work in the jurisprudence of the tribunals international regional and domestic that are charged
with deciding disputes that often span issues of internal and international conflict and security the book demonstrates how the
humanity law framework connects the mandates and rulings of diverse tribunals and institutions addressing the fragmentation
of global legal order comprehensive in approach humanity s law considers legal and political developments related to violent
conflict in europe north america south america and africa this interdisciplinary work is essential reading for anyone attempting
to grasp the momentous changes occurring in global affairs as the management of conflict is increasingly driven by the claims
and interests of persons and peoples and state sovereignty itself is transformed

*Capture Gamma-ray Spectroscopy And Related Topics - Proceedings Of The 8th International Symposium* 1994-03-08 the
quality of doctoral level chemical engineering n 79 civil engineering n 74 electrical engineering n 91 and mechanical
engineering n 82 programs at united states universities was assessed using 16 measures these measures focused on
variables related to 1 program size 2 characteristics of graduates 3 reputational factors scholarly quality of faculty
effectiveness of programs in educating research scholars scientists improvement in program quality during the last 5 years 4
university library size 5 research support and 6 publication records chapter i discusses prior attempts to assess quality in
graduate education development of the study plans and the selection of disciplines and programs to be evaluated chapter ii
discusses the methodology used focusing on each of the assessment measures chapters iii to vi present respectively findings
from the analyses of the chemical civil electrical and mechanical engineering programs chapter vii includes a summary of
results correlations among measures several additional analyses and suggestions for future studies among the findings
reported are those indicating that electrical engineering programs had on the average the largest number of faculty n 23 in
december 1980 and had graduated the most doctoral students n 32 during fiscal years 1975 1979 survey instruments and
supporting documentation are included in appendices

*Capitalism and Human Values* 2015-07-15 this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post proceedings of the 8th
international workshop on applied parallel computing para 2006 it covers partial differential equations parallel scientific
computing algorithms linear algebra simulation environments algorithms and applications for blue gene l scientific computing
tools and applications parallel search algorithms peer to peer computing mobility and security algorithms for single chip
multiprocessors

*Indian Epic Values* 1995 the management of rights of way by electric and telephone utilities highway departments gas pipeline
companies and railroads around the world is guided and constrained by policies and regulations to protect the environment
companies that manage rights of way are required to comply with these regulations and are seeking the most cost effective
management practices that at the same time demonstrate stewardship of the environment protection of biodiversity and
sustainable development are especially important as national goals in many countries and rights of way managers are
seeking practical ways to include public participation in their operations addresses environmental issues in rights of way
planning and management provides a forum for information exchange among various agencies industries environmental
consultants and academic organizations presents peer reviewed papers to help achieve a better understanding of current
environmental issues involved in rights of way management

*Humanity's Law* 2011-10-07 we are delighted to present the ecdl 2004 conference proceedings from the 8th european
conference on research and advanced technology for digital braries at the university of bath bath uk this followed an
impressive and geographically dispersed series of locations for previous events: Pisa 1997, Aklion 1998, Paris 1999, Lisbon 2000, Darmstadt 2001, Rome 2002, and Trondheim 2003. The conference reflected the rapidly evolving landscape of digital libraries both in technology developments and in the focus of approaches to implementation, an emphasis on the requirements of the individual user and of diverse and distributed user communities. In addition, the conference programme began to address, possibly for the first time, the associated themes of e-research, e-science, and e-learning and their relationship to digital libraries. We observed increasing commonality in both the distributed information architectures and the technical standards that underpin global infrastructure developments. Digital libraries are integral to this information landscape and to the creation of increasingly powerful tools and applications for resource discovery and knowledge extraction. Digital libraries support and facilitate the data and information flows within the scholarly knowledge cycle and provide essential enabling functionality for both learners and researchers. The varied and innovative research activities presented at ECDL 2004 demonstrate the exciting potential of this very fast moving field. The 148 papers, 43 posters, 5 panels, 14 tutorials, and 4 workshops submitted this year were once again of the highest quality.

An Assessment of Research-Doctorate Programs in the United States 1982-02-01 Inhaltsangabe/Abstract The past two decades have seen a significant increase in frequency and intensity of complex emergencies and natural disasters leading to a rapid transformation in the policy and the institutional context of humanitarianism. Humanitarian assistance, which once covered a very narrow set of basic relief activities carried out by a small group of relatively independent actors, has expanded significantly to an ever-widening and much more complex range of rehabilitation work. This includes the definition of aid as being a starting point for addressing poverty or being a tool for peace building in internal conflicts. A growing diversity of non-humanitarian actors in the field, such as various profit agencies, governmental and non-governmental armed forces, also changed the picture of humanitarian aid and the perception of its character. This transformation has created a broad variety of standards for performance in the field and led to increasing uncertainties on the quality of humanitarian responses and its accountability. Humanitarian catastrophes like the Rwandan genocide finally forced humanitarian agencies to think beyond traditional relief assistance based on the delivery of food, shelter, or basic health care and take a deeper reflection on how they actually perceive their own role and accountability in the humanitarian sphere. In 1997, the Sphere project was launched to develop, inter alia, a so-called humanitarian charter which tries to put relief aid on a legal basis provided by international law. Sphere emphasizes humanitarian principles of humanity, neutrality, and impartiality and expresses agencies commitment to act in accordance with them. These principles provide an ethical framework which defines and delineates the humanitarian space within which NGOs are supposed to operate. Sphere and its commitment to these traditional principles have both supporters and critics within the humanitarian system, especially when it comes to its usefulness in addressing the complexity of political factors surrounding an emergency situation. Humanitarian assistance has always been a highly political activity, as it involves engaging authorities in conflict-affected countries or relying on financial support that can be driven by a donor's political considerations. Nowadays, relief organizations seem to remain even less in control of their working environment due to expanding peacekeeping and military-led missions of the

Applied Parallel Computing 2007-09-22 Dedicated to one of the great innovations in the proceedings before the International Criminal Court, this book offers a comprehensive analysis of the Court's power to order a convicted person to make reparations to victims for its implementation and its potential to bring justice to victims.

Environment Concerns in Rights-of-Way Management 8th International Symposium 2011-08-11 Due to the recent global financial crises, academic business schools have come in for much criticism having in the eyes of the public failed in their responsibility to society by teaching future managers only how to increase their personal gain without any consideration as to
their actions social and cultural consequences realising that there is a pressing need to innovate their educational offers accordingly business schools are beginning to turn to the humanities and social sciences to improve on the understanding and thus the teaching of management this book is the result of an empirical study conducted at eight academic business schools that either already practise or are beginning to practise linking management education to the humanities and social sciences gathered mostly in interviews our research team conducted during site visits to these schools the material presented shows three major fields of concern how to shift the focus from instrumental to transformative learning how to reframe the concept of disciplinary subject matter towards a more relational understanding of knowledge especially in the light of the impact digitalisation is having on education and how to address the organisational as well as the political consequences of management education turning towards the inclusion of the humanities and social sciences strategically the findings indicate that the humanities and social sciences indeed offer knowledge which can significantly help management education with meeting the challenges of the twenty first century innovating management education by making it part of its program portfolios proves a challenge in and of itself in the face of a university system which still determinedly clings to disciplinary segregation reforming management education towards an engagement with fields of knowledge traditionally at best ignored and at worst vilified as being completely useless in the real world may therefore place academic business schools at the forefront of a movement that is beginning to reshape the educational landscape as a whole this book will be of value to researchers academics and students in the fields of business management studies organisational studies and education studies

Research and Advanced Technology for Digital Libraries 2005-01-11 this book traces the evolution of crimes against humanity cah and their application from the end of world war i to the present day in terms of both historic legal analysis and subject matter content the first part of the book addresses general issues pertaining to the categorization of cah in normative jurisprudential and doctrinal terms this is followed by an analysis of the specific contents of cah describing its historic phases going through international criminal tribunals mixed model tribunals and the international criminal court the book examines the general parts and defenses of the crime along with the history and jurisprudence of both international and national prosecutions for the first time a list of all countries that have enacted national legislation specifically directed at cah is collected along with all of the national prosecutions that have occurred under national legislation up to 2010

The politicization of humanitarian aid and its effect on the principles of humanity, impartiality and neutrality 2007-02-22 v 1 authors a d v 2 authors e k v 3 authors l r v 4 s z v 5 titles a d v 6 titles e k v 7 titles l q v 8 titles r z v 9 out of print out of stock indefinitely v 10 publishers Crimes Against Humanity 2003 examining general principles of law provides one of the most instructive examples of the intersection between eu law and comparative law this collection draws on the expertise of high profile and distinguished scholars to provide a critical examination of this interaction it shows how general principles of eu law need to be responsive to national laws in addition it is clear that the laws of the member states have no choice but to be responsive to the general principles which are developed through eu law viewed through the perspective of proportionality legal certainty and fundamental rights the dynamic relationship between the ingenuity of the court of justice the legislative process and the process of treaty revision is comprehensively illustrated

The Reparation System of the International Criminal Court 2010-03-02 a data based assessment of research doctorate programs in the united states provides an unparalleled dataset that can be used to assess the quality and effectiveness of doctoral programs based on measures important to faculty students administrators funders and other stakeholders the data collected for the 2005 2006 academic year from more than 5 000 doctoral programs at 212 universities covers 62 fields included for each program are such characteristics as faculty publications grants and awards student gre scores financial
support and employment outcomes and program size time to degree and faculty composition measures of faculty and student diversity are also included the book features analysis of selected findings across six broad fields agricultural sciences biological and health sciences engineering physical and mathematical sciences social and behavioral sciences and humanities as well as a discussion of trends in doctoral education since the last assessment in 1995 and suggested uses of the data it also includes a detailed explanation of the methodology used to collect data and calculate ranges of illustrative rankings included with the book is a comprehensive cd rom with a data table in microsoft excel in addition to data on the characteristics of individual programs the data table contains illustrative ranges of rankings for each program as well as ranges of rankings for three dimensions of program quality 1 research activity 2 student support and outcomes and 3 diversity of the academic environment as an aid to users the data table is offered with demonstrations of some microsoft excel features that may enhance the usability of the spreadsheet such as hiding and unhiding columns copying and pasting columns to a new worksheet and filtering and sorting data also provided with the data table are a set of scenarios that show how typical users may want to extract data from the spreadsheet phds org an independent website not affiliated with the national research council incorporated data from the research doctorate assessment into its graduate school guide users of the guide can choose the weights assigned to the program characteristics measured by the national research council and others and rank graduate programs according to their own priorities
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Transformative Management Education 2018-12-07 the relationship between and among food agriculture and humanity has been explained as essential and bondage permanent for the survival of humankind and its civilization the present publication volume iii attempts to illustrate the above views within the arena of agriculture keeping in view both bright and dark side in terms of understanding knowledge application development and positive results the product i e food is already discussed exhaustively in volume ii of this series of publications

Crimes against Humanity 2011-04-25 this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post proceedings of the 8th international symposium on computer music modeling and retrieval cmmr 2011 and the 20th international symposium on frontiers of research in speech and music frsm 2011 this year the 2 conferences merged for the first time and were held in bhubanes india in march 2011 the 17 revised full papers presented were specially reviewed and revised for inclusion in this proceedings volume the book is divided in four main chapters which reflect the high quality of the sessions of cmmr 2011 the collaboration with frsm 2011 and the indian influence in the topics of indian music music information retrieval sound analysis synthesis and perception and speech processing of indian languages

Books in Print 1993-09 the quality of doctoral level biochemistry n 139 botany n 83 cellular molecular biology n 89 microbiology n 134 physiology n 101 and zoology n 70 programs at united states universities was assessed using 16 measures these measures focused on variables related to 1 program size 2 characteristics of graduates 3 reputational factors scholarly quality of faculty effectiveness of programs in educating research scholars scientists improvement in program quality during the last 5 years 4 university library size 5 research support and 6 publication records chapter i discusses prior attempts to assess quality in graduate education development of the study plans and the selection of disciplines and programs to be evaluated chapter ii discusses the methodology used focusing on each of the assessment measures chapters iii to viii present respectively findings from the analyses of the biochemistry botany cellular molecular biology microbiology physiology and zoology programs chapter ix includes a summary of results correlations among measures several additional analyses and suggestions for future studies among the findings reported are those indicating that cellular molecular biology programs had on the average the largest number of faculty and that students in cellular molecular biology biology biochemistry microbiology
and physiology received a relatively high fraction of financial support survey instruments and supporting documentation are included in appendices in

General Principles of Law 2017-06-15
A Data-Based Assessment of Research-Doctorate Programs in the United States (with CD) 2011-08-26
The International Law of War 1994-08-18
The Basics of Human Civilization Food, Agriculture and Humanity (Vol. 3): Agriculture 2014-06-01
Speech, Sound and Music Processing: Embracing Research in India 2012-07-02
An Assessment of Research-Doctorate Programs in the United States 1982-02-01
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